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DUFFEL GREGORY ALPACA 

BAGS OF ADVENTURE 

High capacity storage at a low weight – Gregory is launching 

its tough Alpaca Duffels. With their robust, burly materials and 

strong, well-built designs, they guarantee full reliability for 

extreme expeditions and superb durability. The main body is 

made of TPU-coated 900D diamond ripstop polyester and has 

a durable dual-layer 630H HD nylon base and nylon bound 

seams. For easy and well-organized packing, the large top 

panel opens up fully. The removable, padded backpack straps 

offer a comfortable carry solution over longer distances. 

Whether for travelling, sport, expeditions or rugged outdoor 

adventures – Gregory has large capacity, lightweight storage 

solutions. The rucksack expert is offering the Alpaca Duffel in three 

different sizes (60, 90 and 120 liters). Gregory stitches the Alpacas 

from tough 900D ripstop polyester with diamond-shaped woven 

reinforcing and gives them a waterproof thermoplastic polyurethane 

laminate coating. For additional protection and a longer service life, 

the bottom panel is made of two-layer 630H HD nylon and there is 

bar tack stitching for additional resilience at areas prone to greater 

punishment – think long haul conveyor belts, coach trunks, and jeep 

racks.  

The details are also impressive. Dual haul handles with hook & loop 

wrap and removable, padded backpack straps offer comfortable 

carry options, whether in your hand, over your shoulder or as a 

backpack. Two robust grab handles at either end also ensure easy 

handling. For fast access and easy packing, the top of the Duffels 

opens up wide thanks to the U-shaped zip. In addition, there is a 

mesh pocket on the inside for important smaller items. The lockable, 

two-way zippers have reflective pulls, which makes them easier to 

find in low light or in the dark. And thanks to the compression straps 

on the two largest versions, it’s easy to cinch in the volume to 

eliminate unused space for a secure load, while the daisy chains 

enable secure attachment to motorbike, yak or roof rack. 

ALPACA 120 

ALPACA 60 

ALPACA 90 
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TECHNICAL DETAILS 

GREGORY Alpaca 

Volume 120 / 90 / 60 l   

Weight 1.86 / 1.62 / 1.32 kg 

Materials  Body: 900D diamond ripstop 
polyester with TPU coating 

 Base: 630H HD dual layer nylon 

 Lining: 210D nylon 

RRP €150 / 130 / 110  

All three sizes are available in the colours marine blue and true black.  

For further information visit: eu.gregorypacks.com 

Press room: k-g-k.com/en/gregory_alpaca_f19 

About Gregory Mountain Products 

Founded in 1977 by Wayne Gregory, Gregory has been a long-time leader in 
expedition packs, trekking packs, day packs and travel gear. World renowned 
for setting durability, comfort and performance standards in all their products, 
Gregory has won numerous international outdoor and mountaineering design 
awards for its packs. Responsible for many industry firsts in pack fit and design, 
the Gregory research and design team continues to lead the way in innovative 
backpack technology and performance. 
 
 


